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Abstract

We analyzed the physical properties of the gaseous intracluster medium (ICM) at the center of massive galaxy clusters with TNG-Cluster, a new cosmological magnetohydrodynamical simulation. Our sample contains 352 simulated clusters spanning a halo mass range of $10^{14} < M_{500c}/M_{\odot} < 2 \times 10^{15}$ at $z = 0$. We focused on the proposed classification of clusters into cool-core (CC) and non-cool-core (NCC) populations, and the redshift evolution of the CC cluster population. We analyzed the resolved structure and radial profiles of entropy, temperature, electron number density, and pressure. To distinguish between CC and NCC clusters, we considered several criteria: central cooling time, central entropy, central density, X-ray concentration parameter, and density profile slope. According to TNG-Cluster and with no priori cluster selection, the distributions of these properties are unimodal, whereby CCs and NCCs represent the two extremes. Across the entire TNG-Cluster sample at $z = 0$ and based on the central cooling time, the strong CC fraction is $f_{	ext{SCC}} = 24\%$, compared to $f_{	ext{WCC}} = 60\%$ and $f_{\text{NCC}} = 16\%$ for weak and NCCs, respectively. However, the fraction of CCs depends strongly on both halo mass and redshift, although the magnitude and even direction of the trends vary with definition. The abundant statistics of simulated high-mass clusters in TNG-Cluster enabled us to match observational samples and make a comparison with data. The CC fractions from $z = 0$ to $z = 2$ are in broad agreement with observations, as are the radial profiles of thermodynamical quantities, globally as well as when divided as CC versus NCC halos. TNG-Cluster can therefore be used as a laboratory to study the evolution and transformations of cluster cores due to mergers, AGN feedback, and other physical processes.
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1. Introduction

Within the Universe, galaxy clusters represent the most massive virialized objects. They originate from a hierarchical assembly process driven by the merging of smaller substructures. Although dominated in mass by dark matter, the main baryonic constituent of a cluster is the gas of the intracluster medium (ICM). The ICM is a hot ionized plasma that permeates the cluster volume and can reach temperatures of up to 10$^8$ K (Mushotzky et al. 1978; Mohr et al. 1999). Its thermodynamical structure and evolution is subject to the impact of many intertwined physical processes (Fabian 1994; Cavaliere et al. 2002).

The gas of the ICM is heated by different mechanisms, including hydrodynamical shocks (Bourdin et al. 2013), feedback from supermassive black holes (SMBHs; i.e., active galactic nuclei, or AGN; Ruppin et al. 2023; Mittal et al. 2009), and mergers (McCarthy et al. 2007). The ICM is also supported by non-thermal components, including bulk motion (Liu et al. 2016; Tamura et al. 2011) and turbulence (Mohapatra & Sharma 2019; Banerjee & Sharma 2014), magnetic fields (Taylor & Perley 1993; Soker & Sarazin 1990), and cosmic rays (Sanders & Fabian 2007; Ruszkowski & Pfrommer 2023). The thermal energy content of the ICM is lost due to radiative cooling, primarily via free-free bremsstrahlung (Lea et al. 1973). However, this cooling is only effective when the gas is sufficiently dense, which is true in the cores of some, but not all, clusters. In particular, X-ray observations of the ICM have revealed that the central cooling time can be short compared to the Hubble time (Cowie & Binney 1977; Fabian & Nulsen 1977). This implies that the ICM can rapidly cool down and form a so-called cool-core (CC) cluster. Some clusters, however, do not appear to have such cool cores, and these are labeled non-cool-core (NCC) clusters (Molendi & Pizzolato 2001).

Early observational work found clear bimodalities in the properties of CC versus NCC clusters. For example, Hudson & Reiprich (2007) identified a bimodality in the distribution of temperature gradients, splitting the clusters in the HIFLUGCS sample roughly in half. Cavagnolo et al. (2009) found a distinct gap in the central entropy excess distribution, also splitting the sample roughly into two equal halves (other studies find no clear bimodalities, e.g. Croston et al. 2008; Pratt et al. 2010).

Different physical properties of cluster cores may be more or less linked to a CC state and/or more or less useful in classifying different types of clusters. Hudson et al. (2010) considered which cluster core property is best suited to distinguish between two, or perhaps three, distinct classes of clusters. They found that the central cooling time shows a high significance of bimodality.
and is best suited as a CC metric for low-redshift clusters with high-quality data available. For high-redshift clusters, the cuspsiness can best distinguish between CCs and NCCs. With the X-ray flux-limited HI-FLUGCS clusters, they found that the various CC criteria lead to different CC fractions in the sample.

The overall fraction of CC clusters, as a function of mass, redshift, and halo/galaxy properties, directly reflects the complex baryonic physics of cluster assembly. Unfortunately, observational inferences of CC fractions are difficult, as they strongly depend on the defining CC metric (Hudson et al. 2010) as well as the cluster sample selection (Andrade-Santos et al. 2017). Most problematic, as CC clusters are characterized by pronounced peaks in their X-ray surface brightness and higher X-ray luminosity at a given mass, they are more easily detected in flux-limited X-ray surveys. This detection preference, known as the “CC bias” (Eckert et al. 2011), leads to a probable overestimation of the CC fraction within X-ray samples.

Recently, Sunyaev Zel’dovich (SZ) surveys have begun to enable mass-limited cluster samples. With this technique, Andrade-Santos et al. (2017) have concluded that CC fractions from X-ray selected samples are 2.1 to 2.7 times larger than in SZ-selected samples, depending on CC criterion. Using the 164 SZ-selected clusters from the Planck ESZ sample, they presented distributions of cluster properties that have no bimodal characteristics. This finding agrees with other surveys that found unimodal distributions of central cluster properties, both in SZ selected samples (Planck Collaboration XI 2011; McDonald et al. 2013; Rossetti et al. 2017) and in optically-selected galaxy clusters from the Dark Energy Survey (Graham et al. 2023).

Beyond \( z = 0 \), the redshift evolution of clusters directly constrains their assembly histories and growth. Perhaps surprisingly, the cores of observed clusters show no significant evolution since \( z \sim 2 \) (McDonald et al. 2013; Sanders et al. 2018; Ruppin et al. 2021). In particular, while the bulk of the ICM evolves in a self-similar manner, cores do not and are consistent with no redshift evolution (McDonald et al. 2017). This implies that cool cores, if present, form early and do not significantly change in size or structure. As a result, a stable and persistent heating source (or several sources) must offset otherwise rapid cooling and enable clusters to grow cool cores (McDonald et al. 2013). Similar findings hold for the evolution of clusters that resemble the progenitors of well-studied nearby clusters (Ruppin et al. 2021).

Modeling the complex physics in high-mass galaxy clusters represents a challenging regime for numerical simulations. In addition, comparisons with cluster observations require detailed forward modeling and consideration of the systematics and biases at play. Early cosmological simulations incorporating gas hydrodynamics could directly assess cluster CC status (Burns et al. 2007; Planelles & Quilis 2009). More recently, cosmological simulations, such as IllustrisTNG, have started to be used to study CC populations with broadly realistic baryonic feedback models (Barnes et al. 2018). The largest volume simulations, including Magneticum (Dolag et al. 2015), MillenniumTNG (Pakmor et al. 2023), and FLAMINGO (Schaye et al. 2023), extend (N)CC modeling to the most massive clusters. Simultaneously, zoom simulation projects such as RHAPSODY-G (Hahn et al. 2017), DIANOGA (Rasia et al. 2015), The Three Hundred (Cui et al. 2018), and C-EAGLE/Hydrangea (Barnes et al. 2017; Bahé et al. 2017) can also capture (N)CC populations.

Two key benchmarks for simulated clusters are the distributions of central cluster properties and the CC fraction. Some cosmological simulations produce continuous CC distributions (Barnes et al. 2018; Kay et al. 2007), while others identify bimodalities (Hahn et al. 2017). The inferred CC fractions vary strongly between simulations. For example, Burns et al. (2007) and Planelles & Quilis (2009) found CC fractions of \( \sim 16\% \), while Hahn et al. (2017) obtained a CC fraction of 44\%, versus 38\% for Rasia et al. (2015). Employing the same TNG galaxy formation model, Barnes et al. (2018) inferred CC fractions of 1–21\% in TNG300, depending on CC criterion, while MTNG found \( f_{\text{CC}} \approx 8\% \) (Pakmor et al. 2023). Overall, the comparison of CC fractions with observations and among simulations is complicated by the diversity of CC criteria in use.

The physical drivers of CC clusters and the transformation(s) between CCs and NCCs are not well understood. Early mergers may be responsible for destroying CCs and thereby producing NCCs (Burns et al. 2007), while late mergers are not capable of destroying a CC (Poole et al. 2008). However, more recent simulations have found that late mergers are able to destroy CCs (Rasia et al. 2015). Barnes et al. (2018) concluded that the fraction of relaxed clusters is similar for CC and NCC populations, implying that mergers alone are not responsible. They may be necessary, but they are not sufficient for destroying CCs, as their efficacy depends on the amount of angular momentum in the merger (Hahn et al. 2017).

Active galactic nuclei feedback is an additional mechanism that could change the core state of clusters. It is a major heating source of the ICM that can stop cooling flows and preserve the CC structure (Li et al. 2015; Rasia et al. 2015; Gaspari et al. 2012, 2013). However, it is unclear if AGN feedback significantly impacts cluster core status. Idealized simulations give conflicting results: Guo & Oh (2009) and Barai et al. (2016) found that AGNs can transform CCs to NCCs, while Ehler et al. (2023) has found that AGN feedback of light jets cannot.

In this study, we investigated the galaxy cluster population of the new TNG-Cluster simulation. This is a suite of high-resolution (\( m_{\text{gas}} \approx 10^{17} M_\odot \)) zoom simulations of massive galaxy clusters (\( M_{\text{halo}} \sim 10^{15} M_\odot \)) employing the IllustrisTNG galaxy formation model. TNG-Cluster is well suited to study the CC population, as the simulation offers a unique combination of high-mass galaxy clusters and high resolution along with a comprehensive physical model including SMBH feedback. The goals of this work are (i) to provide a census of the CC cluster population and CC fractions of TNG-Cluster at \( z = 0 \) and (ii) to study and quantify TNG-Cluster predictions for the redshift evolution of central ICM properties and CC fractions of the (N)CC populations.

This is one of a number of papers where we highlight the first science results from TNG-Cluster. Following an overview of the simulation suite and the basic properties of clusters (Nelson et al. 2024), these companion papers are: a census of gas motions and kinematics from cluster cores to outskirts (Aymouli et al. 2024), the inference of cluster kinematics from high-resolution X-ray spectroscopic data (e.g., Hitomi/XRISM/LEM; Truong et al. 2024), an identification of merging clusters producing a diversity of radio emission and radio relic features (Lee et al. 2024), and the retention and observability of the circumgalactic medium of cluster satellite galaxies (Roehr et al. 2024).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the TNG-Cluster simulation, while Sect. 2.3 defines the six criteria that we used to categorize clusters as (N)CCs. In Sect. 3, we present the (N)CC populations at \( z = 0 \), focusing on thermodynamical properties (Sect. 3.1), the distribution of core properties (Sect. 3.4), their mass dependence (Sect. 3.5), the CC fraction (Sect. 3.6), and ICM internal structure (Sect. 3.7). We then
study redshift evolution in Sect. 4 of central physical properties (Sect. 4.1), CC fractions (Sect. 4.2), and cluster profiles, divided by mass and (N)CC status (Sect. 4.3). In Sect. 5, we summarize our findings.

2. Methods

2.1. The TNG-Cluster simulation

TNG-Cluster is a collection of 352 high-resolution zoom simulations targeted to study massive galaxy clusters. This project is a spin-off of the IllustrisTNG project (hereafter TNG; Nelson et al. 2018; Pillepich et al. 2018a; Marinacci et al. 2018; Springel et al. 2018; Naiman et al. 2018), a suite of cosmological gravo-magnetohydrodynamical simulations of galaxy formation and evolution. The original TNG suite simulated three different volumes: TNG100 and TNG300, with larger volumes of box length ∼100 cMpc and ∼300 cMpc, respectively, and TNG50, a smaller, higher-resolution box with side length ∼50 cMpc (Pillepich et al. 2019; Nelson et al. 2019a).

The TNG simulations use the AREPO code (Springel 2010) and solve the coupled self-gravity and ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations (Pakmor & Springel 2013; Pakmor et al. 2011). A notable aspect of the TNG simulation is its comprehensive and thoroughly validated physical model for galaxy formation and evolution, described in detail in Weinberger et al. (2017) and Pillepich et al. (2018b). TNG-Cluster employs this same, unchanged model and hence includes the key processes relevant to the formation and evolution of galaxies and galaxy clusters, including heating and cooling of gas, star formation, evolution of stellar populations and chemical enrichment, stellar feedback, as well as growth, merging and multi-mode feedback from SMBHs. TNG-Cluster adopts the fiducial TNG cosmology, consistent with the Planck Collaboration XIII (2016): Ω_m = 0.3089, Ω_b = 0.0486, Ω_k = 0.6911, H_0 = 100 h km s^{-1} Mpc^{-1} = 67.74 km s^{-1} Mpc^{-1}, σ_8 = 0.8159, and n_s = 0.9667.

The TNG-Cluster suite is an extension of the TNG300 simulation, as it improves upon its sampling and statistics of halos at the high-mass end. The target clusters for the zoom (re-)simulations were selected from a large dark matter-only run of a periodic box of volume (1 Gpc)^3. Halos were chosen solely based on halo mass at z = 0 such that all halos with log_{10}(M_{200c}/M_⊙) > 15.0^2 were included, while for masses 14.5 < log_{10}(M_{200c}/M_⊙) < 15.0, halos were randomly selected in 0.1 dex mass bins to compensate for the drop-off in halo mass of the TNG300 sample and to achieve a uniform distribution (see Fig. 1 in Nelson et al. 2024). The TNG-Cluster simulation has the same resolution as TNG300-1, that is, m_{gas} = 1.2 × 10^7 M_⊙ and m_{DM} = 6.1 × 10^7 M_⊙.

Halos are identified using the standard friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm with a linking length of b = 0.2. Substructures are identified using the SUBFIND routine (Springel et al. 2001) and are linked across different snapshots via the SUBLINK algorithm (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015).

### 2.2. Thermodynamical quantities

For the computation of all thermodynamical properties of the simulated clusters, such as density, entropy, temperature, cooling time, and pressure, we considered all the gas that is gravitationally bound to the central galaxy (i.e., to the cluster) according to SUBFIND. We excluded star forming gas cells since their temperature is set by an effective equation of state by a two-phase interstellar medium model (Springel & Hernquist 2003). Unless otherwise stated, the average quantities in map pixels or radial profile bins are mass-weighted means (i.e., weighted by the mass of each contributing gas cell).

### 2.3. Cool-core criteria

Past studies have considered several different criteria to define CC versus NCC clusters. These criteria are motivated by theoretical considerations as well as observational findings. While theoretically motivated definitions may be less directly observable, they often reflect more closely the intrinsic physical properties of the systems or the results of numerical simulations. In particular, the ICM in clusters is observed at a variety of wave-lengths, with the types of data varying from cluster to cluster and also depending on the redshift. The availability and quality of data may sometimes prevent the derivation of quantities necessary for the measurement of some criteria.

Following Barnes et al. (2018), in this work we examine six different CC definitions and describe them in detail below. Additionally, we summarize the thresholds for the employed CC metrics in Table 1. In all cases, when calculating the CC criteria, we aim to consider the gas that would be observed in a galaxy cluster, namely the hot gas cooling via Bremsstrahlung. To that end, as for the general thermodynamical properties above (Sect. 2.2), we considered all the gas cells that are gravitationally bound to the central galaxy (i.e., the cluster) according to SUBFIND. We further included only non-star-forming gas, cells that are cooling^3 and have a temperature T > 10^6 K. We have checked and using all FoF cells instead of the gravitationally bound cells makes no difference for our results. As the halo center we chose the gravitational potential minimum of the cluster. This choice of halo center can considerably impact the CC/NCC classification and is typically different than what adopted in observational work.

#### 2.3.1. Central cooling time

In order for a cluster to form a cool core, the cooling time scale must be sufficiently short to allow gas to rapidly cool down. In the following, we consider the definition of core status based on the central cooling time as the most fundamental, and use it as our fiducial choice. The cooling time of the gas is computed as

\[
\tau_{\text{cool}} = \frac{3 (n_e + n_i) k_{\text{B}} T}{2 n_e n_i \Lambda},
\]

where n_e is the electron number density, n_i the ion number density, T the temperature, \Lambda the cooling function, and k_{\text{B}} the Boltzmann constant. The cooling function \Lambda is the instantaneous net cooling function of each gas cell, as output by the simulation itself. Consistent with previous work, we measured the cooling time within a 3D aperture of 0.012 r_{200c} (e.g. McDonald et al. 2013; Barnes et al. 2018).

1 We considered the net cooling rate, which is a direct output of the simulation, to define the cooling status of the cells. If the net cooling rate is negative, the cells are cooling.

2 M_{200c} is the mass enclosed within r_{200c}, which in turn is the radius enclosing a sphere with average density 200 times denser than the critical density of the universe at a given redshift, and M_{500} is the mass enclosed in r_{500}.

3 We considered the net cooling rate, which is a direct output of the simulation, to define the cooling status of the cells. If the net cooling rate is negative, the cells are cooling.
A cluster is expected not to form a cool core, or a cooling flow, when its central cooling time is larger than the age of the Universe at the redshift of formation. However, to make the definition independent of redshift, it is typical to define clusters with \( t_{\text{cool},0} \geq 7.7 \text{ Gyr} \) as NCCs (McDonald et al. 2013). Clusters are defined as a strong cool-core (SCC) if the central cooling time is \(<1 \text{ Gyr}\) and as a weak cool-core (WCC) if \(1 \text{ Gyr} \leq t_{\text{cool},0} < 7.7 \text{ Gyr}\).

The threshold of 7.7 Gyr is a somewhat arbitrary choice. However, it arises from the idea that clusters at \(z > 1\) can be considered protoclusters. If we take \(z = 1\) as the average formation redshift of \(z = 0\) clusters, this corresponds to a lookback time of 7.7 Gyr. Assuming clusters are born without a cool core, clusters with cooling times exceeding this limit have not had sufficient time to develop a cool core, motivating their classification as NCC. We return to the limitations of this choice below.

### 2.3.2. Central entropy

In absence of non-gravitational processes and in a global quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium, high-entropy gas is expected to rise in the cluster potential whereas low-entropy gas is expected to sink toward the center. Thus, CC clusters are clusters with low-entropy at their center. We computed the entropy of gas as

\[
K = k_0 T n_e^{-2/3}.
\]

We measured the entropy in the same 3D aperture of 0.012 \(r_{500c}\) and used the thresholds stated by Hudson et al. (2010) to classify clusters: we define SCCs to have \(K_0 = K(r < 0.012 r_{500c}) \leq 22 \text{ keV cm}^2\), WCCs are clusters with \(22 \text{ keV cm}^2 < K_0 \leq 150 \text{ keV cm}^2\) and NCCs have \(K_0 > 150 \text{ keV cm}^2\).

### 2.3.3. Central electron number density

To keep the gas in a cooling cluster core in pressure equilibrium and to balance the pressure loss due to the lower temperatures, gas must have high density. Thus, the central gas density can also be used to classify the cooling state of clusters. In practice, observations often consider the electron number density, as this quantity can be more directly inferred from data than cooling time or entropy (Barnes et al. 2018). Following Hudson et al. (2010), we defined clusters as SCC if the central electron number density \(n_{e,0} > 1.5 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), WCCs are clusters with \(1.5 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^{-3} \geq n_{e,0} > 0.5 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) and NCCs have \(n_{e,0} \leq 0.5 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^{-3}\).

Although motivated by observation considerations, here we measured the true intrinsic central density of the simulated clusters without replicating any observational procedure. Namely, to measure \(n_{e,0}\) from the simulation data, we took the mean density of gas within a 3D aperture of 0.012 \(r_{500c}\), considering only the cells with the specifications described above.

### 2.3.4. Slope of the density profile: The cuspiness parameter

Limited angular resolution makes the extraction of a temperature profile difficult for high redshift clusters. For that reason, Vikhlinin et al. (2007) suggest a CC metric that is solely based on X-ray imaging data, leveraging the correlation between the presence of a cool core and the X-ray morphologies.

Clusters with a short central cooling time have been observed to exhibit central peaks in the X-ray distribution, while observed clusters without a cool core usually have flat cores. To capture this cusp/core structure, the cuspiness parameter is defined as

\[
\alpha = \frac{\frac{d \log n_e}{d \log r}}{\frac{d \log r}{r = 0.04 r_{500c}}}. 
\]

For this analysis, we again extracted an intrinsic cuspiness parameter, by computing the 3D radial profile of the electron number density with 50 logarithmically spaced bins from \(10^{-3}\) to \(1.5 \times 500c\). Following previous analyses (Vikhlinin et al. 2007; Hudson et al. 2010; Barnes et al. 2018), we defined SCCs to have \(\alpha > 0.75\), WCCs to have \(0.5 < \alpha < 0.75\), and NCCs to have \(\alpha \leq 0.5\).

### 2.3.5. X-ray concentration parameter

Motivated by the unavailability of spatially resolved data at high redshift, the X-ray concentration is also used to define CC status. To do so, the luminosity in the center is divided by the luminosity enclosed within a larger region,

\[
C_{\text{phys}} = \frac{L_{X}^{0.5-5 \text{ keV}}(r_p < 40 \text{ kpc})}{L_{X}^{0.5-5 \text{ keV}}(r_p < 400 \text{ kpc})}. 
\]

\(L_{X}^{0.5-5 \text{ keV}}\) is the X-ray luminosity in the 0.5–5 keV energy range and \(r_p\) the projected radius. We computed the concentration parameter from 2D maps of the X-ray luminosity (see below). We defined SCCs as clusters with \(C_{\text{phys}} > 0.155\), WCCs have \(0.075 < C_{\text{phys}} \leq 0.155\) and NCCs fulfill \(C_{\text{phys}} \leq 0.075\).

The classification as well as the thresholds were originally introduced by Santos et al. (2008). Maughan et al. (2012) also introduced a scaled version of the concentration parameter

\[
C_{\text{scaled}} = \frac{L_{X}^{0.5-5 \text{ keV}}(r_p < 0.15 r_{500c})}{L_{X}^{0.5-5 \text{ keV}}(r_p < r_{500c})}. 
\]
In this case SCCs are defined by $C_{\text{scaled}} > 0.5$, WCCs fulfil $0.2 < C_{\text{phys}} \leq 0.5$, while NCCs are defined by $C_{\text{phys}} \leq 0.2$. Santos et al. (2008) points out that introducing apertures that are scaled with $r_{500c}$ will naturally make lower redshift clusters appear more concentrated.

To derive the X-ray emission of our clusters, we used the APEC collisional ionization models (Smith et al. 2001) applied to each gas cell, as a function of density, temperature, and metallicity, adopting solar abundances (following Nelson et al. 2024).

We always took two-dimensional projections through a line-of-sight depth equal to $\pm r_{200c}$. The view direction is random with respect to the orientation of each cluster or BCG. Projections use the usual cubic-spline kernel approach. Star-forming gas, which is pressurized by our sub-grid ISM model, is assigned a temperature of 10000 K appropriate for the mass-dominant cold phase, and so does not contribute to the X-ray signal. Throughout this paper, we considered the intrinsic X-ray luminosity of the cluster to be responsible for the X-ray signal. In the second panel of the top row, we see the merging of two clusters, with mass ratio of $M_{\text{main}}/M_{\text{sub}} = 154.25$. In the next panel to the right, a satellite is falling into the cluster, leaving a tail of stripped material and creating a bow shock, in analogy to jellyfish galaxies seen in TNG100, which are naturally captured in these simulations (Yun et al. 2019). The population of massive satellites in TNG-Cluster and their circumgalactic media are studied in the companion paper by Rohr et al. (2024).

In many clusters, shell-like structures or rings are visible. These shells can be produced by AGN feedback at the Milky Way-mass scale (Pillepich et al. 2021) and have been inferred in the Perseus cluster to be caused by AGN feedback (Fabian et al. 2006). Additionally, observations (Sanders et al. 2020) as well as numerical simulations (ZuHone et al. 2019b) led to the conclusion that the shells can also arise due to sloshing, that is, merging. In TNG-Cluster, the companion work by Truong et al. (2024) finds that high-velocity outflows driven by AGN feedback are responsible for morphological features, such as shells, in the X-ray maps of cluster cores in Perseus-like clusters, while TNG-Cluster halos also show arc-like radio structures produced in massive mergers (Lee et al. 2024). Within the TNG-Cluster model, AGN feedback can create low density/high temperature bubbles close to the BCGs (Nelson et al. 2019b). Such bubbles are over-pressurized and underdense, and can likely buoyantly rise through the ICM volume (Zhang et al. 2018). On the other hand, features like swirls are evident at the boundary of different phases, possibly due to Kelvin-Helmholtz or Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the ICM (Gaspari & Churazov 2013; Roediger et al. 2013).

Figure 2 shows the mass-weighted entropy distribution of the gas. We can clearly see a connection between the entropy in the cluster cores and the cluster CC state, as indicated by the labels in each panel: the low-entropy cores of the SCCs are often well visible. In contrast, WCCs and NCCs do not typically feature such clear or prominent cores in entropy. Edges in entropy trace features in the electron number density, with low-entropy regions corresponding to high-density regions. In SCC clusters stronger variations in entropy are manifest, while entropy gradients are flatter in NCC clusters. This can be related to the presence of turbulence in the ICM; strong turbulence leads to mixing of high and low entropy gas in the ICM, which flattens the entropy gradients (Gaspari et al. 2013).

In Fig. 3 we show projections of gas mass-weighted temperature, for the same halos and on the same scale as in previous figures. Unlike entropy, the temperature in the central region strongly depends on the mass of the halo. In the most massive halos, temperatures can reach values $>10^{6.3}$ (17.2 keV), while clusters at the low-mass end reach average temperatures in the core of $\sim 10^{7.4}$ (4.5 keV). The two clusters with the highest temperature are the most massive halo, and the merging halo. In addition to the overall dependence on cluster mass, core structures are visible in the morphology of the gas for the SCCs.

A few of the depicted clusters feature cold, clearly rotating gaseous disks at their centers, with characteristic sizes of $\sim 40$–50 kpc (lower left panel), while others have no such features. By visual inspection of the 16 presented TNG-Cluster sys-
tem at $z = 0$, we find no obvious distinction between SCCs and NCCs regarding disk presence.

Lastly, Fig. 4 shows maps of mass-weighted cooling time, whose spatial morphology closely resembles that seen in entropy. It is visually evident from Fig. 4 that NCCs do not have low cooling time core regions. Instead, their cooling times reach $>10^{1.5}$ Gyr, and have little variation in their central morphologies. On the other hand, clear core-like structures with low cooling times can be found in clusters classified as SCCs, whereby the central regions still exhibit a wider diversity. In their cores the cooling time reaches values $<1$ Gyr, in some cases the cooling time is even $<<0.1$ Gyr. The variety in WCCs is even larger: some WCCs have cooling times of $<100$ Myr in the central region, while others have cooling times $>1$ Gyr.
3.2. Radial profiles of cooling times

Beyond the spatial complexity of Fig. 4 and irrespective of CC status, the 3D spherically averaged radial profiles of the ICM cooling time increase inside out: see Fig. 5, top panel. In the central regions, the scatter among the individual clusters is large, spanning a range of $2 \times 10^{-2} < \frac{t_{\text{cool}}}{\text{Gyr}} < 20$. In the outskirts, the scatter is smaller ($t_{\text{cool}}(r_{500c}) = 150$–$700$ Gyr) and set by the mass $M_{500c}$ of the halos: cooling times are larger in more massive clusters. Based on our fiducial definitions (Sect. 2.3 and Table 1), CCs are those with central cooling time shorter than one billion years. Typically, NCCs have flatter profiles in the core, whereas SCCs often exhibit a roughly power-law profile.

We expect that a multi-phase core can form if the ratio between cooling time and free-fall time is $\frac{t_{\text{cool}}}{t_{\text{ff}}} \lesssim 10$ (Sharma et al. 2012; Voit et al. 2017). In this case, cold dense gas condensates out of the hot ICM. More recent simulations (Pal Choudhury et al. 2019; Mohapatra et al. 2023) and theoretical work (Voit 2021) predict that the threshold for the formation of a multi-phase core
Fig. 3. Visualization of the temperature distribution in the core region of the same 16 clusters as in Fig. 1 at $z = 0$. The distinct cores of some clusters are also visible in the temperature maps. In contrast to the previous figure, the average temperature in the panels depended strongly on the mass of the cluster.

is not a fixed value, but depends on the strength of density or entropy perturbations in the ICM (see also Nelson et al. 2020). The profiles of $t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}}$ for all individual halos in TNG-Cluster have smaller ratios in the center than at $r_{500c}$: Fig. 5, bottom panel. In the core the cluster-to-cluster variation is again larger ($t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}} = 1 - 100$), while it is smaller at $r_{500c}$ ($t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}} = 80 - 300$).

It is evident from Fig. 5, bottom panel, that a large fraction of systems in TNG-Cluster at $z = 0$ satisfy the condensation condition also in the radial averages, in addition to more localized patches of cooling gas that can be evinced from the maps: hence, a non-negligible fractions of TNG-Cluster objects are actually CCs, as we quantify below. Using the star formation rate as a proxy for
multi-phase cores, we find that 2 out of 28 (7%) of the star forming BCGs in TNG-Cluster are SCCs (Fig. 14 from the companion paper Nelson et al. 2024). Thus, NCC clusters typically do not harbor a core with $<10^4$ K gas.

Observationally, Olivares et al. (2019) present profiles for $t_{\text{cool}}$ and $t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}}$ for 13 CC clusters from the Archive of Chandra Cluster Entropy Profile Tables (ACCEPT) catalog. They found a decreasing cooling time for decreasing radius. Since they only studied CC halos, all the clusters reached central cooling times less than 1 Gyr in the center. These trends and cooling time values are in broad agreement with our results for CC halos. The $t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}}$ profiles of Olivares et al. (2019) decrease toward the center, but some show a sudden increase in $t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}}$ in the innermost region. The profiles for most clusters reach minima of $t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}} < 20$, while only one cluster has $t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}} < 10$. We observed the same general trend, without an increase toward the center. In addition, some of our profiles reach $t_{\text{cool}}/t_{\text{ff}} \ll 10$ in the core.

Fig. 4. Visualization of the cooling time distribution in the core region of the same 16 clusters as in Fig. 1 at $z = 0$. The SCCs exhibit distinct low cooling time cores.

3.3. Radial profiles of thermodynamical properties

Despite the morphological richness showcased in Figs. 1–4, the 3D spherically averaged radial profiles of thermodynamical properties are well behaved and broadly consistent with previous models and available observational constraints. We show this in Fig. 6 for all the 352 clusters of TNG-Cluster at $z = 0$, by focus-
The electron number density and the pressure profiles agree reasonably well with the results of MTNG (Pakmor et al. 2023). For the pressure profiles we also plot the results of the Planck ESZ sample (Planck Collaboration Int. V 2013), with a mass range of $9 \times 10^{13} - 1.5 \times 10^{15} M_\odot$. Their average pressure profile is consistent with the average of TNG-Cluster. This lends credibility to the outcome of TNG-Cluster even though this comparison is also at face value (i.e., without replicating selection effects or observational measurements). The observed profiles of the X-COP sample (Ghirardini et al. 2019) also agree well with the simulated profiles at $r > 0.1 r_{500c}$. At smaller radii, on the other hand, the observed temperature profiles tend to have a different shape than the simulated profiles, dropping to smaller temperatures. On average, the X-COP observed profiles have lower densities in the central regions. This may occur because the X-COP sample, like other Planck-selected samples, is dominated by NCCs (Ghirardini et al. 2019). The X-COP observed pressure profiles agree well with those predicted by TNG-Cluster.

Overall, Fig. 6 demonstrates that TNG-Cluster produces reasonably realistic galaxy clusters, in that their radial profiles are broadly consistent with those from observations and other numerical simulations. We therefore proceed to study the CC and NCC populations produced by TNG-Cluster.

### 3.4. Cool-cores versus non-cool-cores at $z = 0$

Figure 7 shows the $z = 0$ distributions of central thermodynamical properties for all 352 clusters for the six CC criteria introduced in Sect. 2.3. The thresholds for SCCs (NCCs), stated in Table 1 are indicated by the dotted (dashed) vertical lines. We also color each bin by the mean halo mass of clusters in that bin.

TNG-Cluster produces continuous distributions of the properties for all six CC criteria. These span $\sim 1 - 2$ dex across the entire TNG-Cluster sample, but are highly asymmetric. Except for a hint of a bimodality in the distributions of the physical and
scaled concentration parameter, no clear bimodality is visible in the distributions. We have checked and this remains the case also when considering only clusters in smaller mass bins. The only exception is a hint of bimodality in central cooling time, entropy clusters are more massive. Systems with flatter (∝ = 0.6) and density confirm the mass trends suggested in Barnes et al. (2018). With more limited statistics and a smaller mass range, Barnes et al. (2018) could identify only weak or no mass trends for the central ICM properties of TNG300 clusters. In comparison, the values of TNG-Cluster for central cooling times, central entropy, central electron number density, cuspiness, physical concentration parameter, and scaled concentration parameter show no clear mass trend. According to TNG-Cluster and considering the whole cluster sample in the $1 \times 10^{14} - 2 \times 10^{15} M_\odot$ mass range, the mean values of cooling times, central entropy, central electron number density, cuspsiness, physical concentration parameter, and scaled concentration parameter are $\bar{t}_{\text{cool},0} = 4.16$ Gyr, $K_0 = 137.4$ keV cm$^2$, $n_e,0 = 5.6 \times 10^{-3}$ cm$^{-3}$, $\alpha = 0.6$, $C_{\text{phys}} = 0.057$, and $C_{\text{scaled}} = 0.25$, respectively. However, barring the scaled concentration parameter, the distributions of all central ICM physical properties are highly asymmetric, with long tails toward systems with short cooling times, low entropy values, high central densities, flat and high-concentration cores. Moreover, clusters with higher central cooling times have slightly larger masses than clusters with lower central cooling times; higher central entropy clusters are more massive. Systems with flatter ($\alpha$) and less concentrated ($C_{\text{phys}}$, $C_{\text{scaled}}$) centers are also at the high-mass end of the TNG-Cluster population, although there is no strong monotonic mass trend across the whole parameter space. Finally, the distributions of central electron number density and scaled concentration parameter show no clear mass trend.

With more limited statistics and a smaller mass range, Barnes et al. (2018) could identify only weak or no mass trends for the central ICM properties of TNG300 clusters. In comparison, the values of TNG-Cluster for central cooling time, entropy, and density confirm the mass trends suggested in Barnes et al. (2018), but with mean values shifted more toward the SCC regime. The mean cuspiness parameter of TNG-Cluster also shifts toward the SCC regime, whereas the mean scaled con-

---

Fig. 6. Individual and mean 3D radial profiles of all clusters in the TNG-Cluster sample at $z = 0$. We show mass-weighted, radially averaged entropy (upper left); temperature (upper right); electron number density (lower left); and pressure (lower right). We normalized by $r_{500}$ and show the log distance to focus on the central regions. Where applicable, we normalized the profiles by the virial quantity. The black curves show the mean profile across the entire cluster population, whereas the individual curves are color coded by $M_{500}$. We made a comparison to the simulated profiles of MillenniumTNG (Pakmor et al. 2023, gray lines) and the observed profiles of Ghirardini et al. (2019, orange lines). The $r_{500}$ values for the profiles taken from the literature were rescaled by $-0.68$ to account for different methodologies (see Sect. 3.4). We found that the profiles are sorted by mass with low scatter at larger radii, suggesting that thermodynamical properties in the outer regions are set by global quantities, namely, mass. In contrast, the profiles have a larger scatter in the center and are no longer ordered by mass, suggesting other processes strongly influence cluster evolution. TNG-Cluster produces realistic galaxy clusters in terms of their radial profiles, which at face value are in reasonable agreement with observations and other numerical simulations.
Fig. 7. Distribution of the six CC criteria that we considered for all 352 halos of TNG-Cluster at $z=0$. From upper left to lower right, these are: central cooling time, central entropy, central electron number density, cuspiness parameter, physical X-ray concentration, scaled X-ray concentration. In each case, the SCC (NCC) thresholds are indicated by the dotted (dashed) vertical lines. Each of the 20 bins is colored by the mean $M_{500c}/M_\odot$ of all clusters in the bin. The left-most (gray) bin in the histogram of the cuspiness parameter indicates all clusters that have $\alpha<0$. The histograms indicated by the black lines are the results from Andrade-Santos et al. (2017), Hudson et al. (2010) (see text for details). The comparison is only meant to be qualitative, as we did not replicate the measurement procedure of the observational data. In all six cases, TNG-Cluster produces continuous distributions of CC criteria with no clear bimodalities. The thresholds from previous works and observational findings do not clearly coincide with any features in our distributions.

The concentration parameter is in agreement with the full sample of Barnes et al. (2018), although smaller than the value of their high-mass sample. Beyond differences in the underlying mass distribution of the samples, discrepancies in the resulting distributions of central ICM properties can be due to differences in the measurements. For example, even in simulated data, the X-ray concentrations may differ due to differences in X-ray emission modeling, or in the extraction of the concentration parameters from the X-ray maps.

Keeping in mind the systematic uncertainties mentioned above, which can bias the comparison among analyses, we discuss now how the TNG-Cluster distributions of Fig. 7 compare to those derived observationally, when available. As we do not replicate the measurement procedures to extract ICM central properties as in observations, and given the diverse cluster samples, our qualitative comparison is intended at face value.

Observed distributions of central cooling time and central entropy are available for the sample of 64 X-ray flux-limited clusters by Hudson et al. (2010). Their sample spans a mass range of $2.95 \times 10^{13} - 3.63 \times 10^{15} M_\odot$. The mean central cooling time (entropy) of their sample is with $t_{\text{cool}} = 4.86 \text{ Gyr}$ ($K_0 = 99.2 \text{ keV cm}^2$) comparable to (lower than) ours. Interestingly, according to Hudson et al. (2010), both histograms appear trimodal instead of unimodal as in the simulations, with TNG-Cluster spanning a similar range of $t_{\text{cool},0}$ and $K_0$ values.

We qualitatively compared the distributions of the central number density, slope, and concentration parameters to the results of the Planck Early Sunyaev–Zel’dovich (ESZ) survey from Andrade-Santos et al. (2017) containing 164 clusters with $z \leq 0.35$, as shown by the black solid histograms in Fig. 7. Their average mass is slightly larger than ours, but we have a similar number of high-mass clusters. The distribution of central densities inferred in the ESZ survey has a mean value of $n_{e,0} = 1.07 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ and does not show a clear dichotomy: it spans a similar range of central densities compared to TNG-Cluster but it is more symmetric. The mean value of the cuspiness of ESZ clusters
Fig. 8. Cool core criteria as a function of $M_{500c}$ for the entire TNG-Cluster sample at $z = 0$. The color of the symbols indicates whether the clusters are classified as SCC (dark blue dots), WCC (purple crosses), or NCC (orange diamonds) according to the quantity on the y-axis. The black line shows the median trend of the CC criteria with $M_{500c}$. The silver solid region shows the 16 to 84 percentile ranges. From upper left to lower right: central cooling time, central electron number density, central entropy, physical concentration parameter, scaled concentration parameter, and cuspiness parameter. We also made qualitative, face value-only comparisons to values from selected nearby clusters (see text). Overall, there is no well-defined mass trend visible across all CC criteria. In some cases, the central cluster properties do not depend on mass, while other properties show increasing, decreasing, or non-monotonic behavior with halo mass. The number of SCC cluster varies substantially depending on the defining criteria.

is somewhat smaller than in TNG-Cluster ($\bar{\alpha} = 0.4$ vs. 0.6), resulting in a larger NCC fraction in the observed sample. The observed and simulated distributions both have a tail toward smaller values, but the tail is more prominent in the observed distribution, causing the mean value to be smaller. The profiles used to compute the cuspiness parameter are measured from Chandra X-ray data: even though we use the same definition of the cuspiness parameter as Andrade-Santos et al. (2017), we do not account for observational realism effects in the X-ray surface brightness maps.

Finally, whereas the mean value of the physical concentration parameter of ESZ clusters is close to that of TNG-Cluster ($C_{\text{phys}} = 0.043$ vs. 0.057), the observed systems exhibit significantly larger values of the scaled concentration ($C_{\text{scaled}} = 0.51$ vs. 0.25). This occurs because the TNG-Cluster distribution has a peak at lower values, while the data peak higher. Since the average simulated $C_{\text{phys}}$ match well with the observed one, the difference in $C_{\text{scaled}}$ is likely due to differing radii within which the concentration is computed. Higher concentrations are obtained in smaller apertures, and Andrade-Santos et al. (2017) compute $r_{500}$ from $M_{500}$, whereas we use the $r_{500c}$ spherical-overdensity value. These are by a factor of $\sim 1.47$ larger than the $r_{500c}$ values computed from $M_{500c}$. Thus, the smaller mean
value of the simulated $C_{\text{scaled}}$ may be due to this methodological mismatch. From these comparisons, we conclude that simulated and observed values of the ICM core properties occupy similar parameter spaces, lending credibility to the CC/NCC fractions predicted by TNG-Cluster. Before presenting these fractions, we first finish our overview of TNG-Cluster core properties by further quantifying their cluster mass dependencies.

### 3.5. Mass trends of core properties

Figure 8 shows the same six quantities of the CC criteria as a function of cluster mass. We show the full TNG-Cluster sample at $z = 0$: SCC clusters are represented by blue dots, WCCs as purple crosses, and NCCs as orange diamonds. The black solid curves show the medians, while the shaded gray areas give the 16 to 84 percentile ranges.

As already suggested by Fig. 7, there are weak to no mass trends in core properties. For the central cooling time, the central entropy, and the scaled concentration parameter, the median increases slightly for larger cluster masses. The physical concentration parameter shows the opposite trend. In contrast, central electron number density and density exhibit relatively flat mass trends. At the same time, it is clear that the abundance of SCCs strongly depends on the defining criterion (in agreement with McDonald et al. 2013; Barnes et al. 2018).

We added several data points in order to qualitatively demonstrate that TNG-Cluster produces core properties that are compatible with those of well-known observed clusters. The mass of Perseus is taken from Giacintucci et al. (2019), the central cooling time from Sanders & Fabian (2007) and the central entropy from Churazov et al. (2003). The mass of Centaurus is taken from Walker et al. (2013) and its central cooling time from Edge et al. (1992). The data for the strongest CC in the REXCESS sample, RXC J2014.8-2430, are from Haarasma et al. (2010). These real clusters lie in regions of the parameter space that are filled by numerous examples from TNG-Cluster, enabling us to study analogs of specific observed clusters. For example, in the companion paper by Truong et al. (2024), we identify 30 Perseus-like analogs in TNG-Cluster and study their core kinematics in comparison to HITOMI measurements.

### 3.6. Cluster cool-core fractions

To distill the mass dependence of CC versus NCC clusters, we study a fundamental property of the cluster population: the (N)CC fractions. Figure 9 shows the dependence of (N)CC fractions for TNG-Cluster as a function of halo mass at $z = 0$. The SCC fraction is shown in blue, while the NCC (WCC) fraction is in orange (purple). We compute the fractions in six mass bins of $-0.2$ dex each. The vertical bars give the uncertainty on the cluster fraction computed by bootstrapping$^6$, while the horizontal bars represent the width of each mass bin.

The main panel shows the cluster fractions using the central cooling time for classification. The SCC fraction (blue) shows a mild increase toward higher masses, from $\sim$20% to $\sim$30% across our mass range$^7$. In contrast, the WCC fraction rapidly decreases with mass, from 68% to 47% (excluding the outer bins). The NCC fraction generally increases with mass, from $\sim$10% to $\sim$20%. The small panel on the top right shows the same SCC, WCC, and NCC cluster fractions, instead using central entropy as the defining criterion. We find the same trend as in the main panel, except that the SCC fraction remains low for all masses. The trends are, however, much more pronounced, as the NCC fraction increases from $\sim$0% to $\sim$50%.

The trends in CC fractions when the classification is based on the central electron number density (right middle panel) are qualitatively different. The SCC fraction increases from 33% to 56%, while the WCC fraction decreases toward higher masses, and the NCC fraction fluctuates around $\sim$10%. Physically, while central cooling time and entropy are closely related, it is clear that central density is modulated by other or additional processes such that (N)CC fractions based on $n_{e0}$ have qualitatively different mass trends. Different yet still, there is no mass trend in the cuspiness parameter $\alpha$ (lower left panel). The measured fractions are consistent with roughly constant values of SCC $\sim$26%, WCC $\sim$20%, and NCC fraction $\sim$54%.

Using the physical concentration parameter (lower center) to classify clusters, the number of NCCs decreases as a function of $M_{500c}$. While the overall decrease is large ($\sim$25%), the number of SCCs and WCCs increases only slightly with mass. The cluster CC fractions based on the scaled concentration parameter behave similarly, although the drop of the NCC fraction with mass is even larger ($\sim$50%). Although, both concentration parameters are computed from the same data, the differences in the definition lead to different mass trends and different CC fractions. As the aperture for the scaled concentration parameter increases with $r_{500c}$ and so $M_{500c}$, this leads to different mass trends of the two concentration parameters.

Summarizing Fig. 9, we find no common trend of SCC/NCC fractions across different CC properties. For a classification based on central cooling time and central electron number density, the fraction of SCCs increases with increasing halo mass; on the other hand, there is no clear trend visible for the other four core properties. The fractions at fixed mass and the absolute change in fractions with mass are quite different for different CC criteria. These are sensitive to disparate properties of clusters and thus are sensitive to the various mass trends of the cluster properties, causing different mass trends of CC fractions.

In the numerical work by Burns et al. (2007) and Planelles & Quilis (2009), a decreasing CC fraction with increasing mass is reported. However, a proper comparison is rather difficult as they use a CC criterion based on the central temperature drop and a different physics model. The simulation of Planelles & Quilis (2009) do not include metal dependent cooling and feedback mechanisms relevant for cluster physics.

We compared our findings to the mass trends of (N)CC fractions reported in Barnes et al. (2018). Using our fiducial CC criterion ($t_{\text{cool},0}$), we found an increasing SCC and NCC fraction with increasing mass, and a decreasing WCC fraction. Barnes et al. (2018) found the SCC fraction decreases, the WCC fraction stays constant, and the NCC fraction rises with mass. The CC fractions based on $K_0$ are compatible and show similar trends with mass. The mass trends of the cluster fractions using $n_{e0}, \alpha, C_{\text{phys}}$, and $C_{\text{scaled}}$ of this work and Barnes et al. (2018) are in reasonable agreement. TNG300 and TNG-Cluster employ
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$^6$ In fact, there is no uncertainty in the way we compute the fractions. However, low number statistics apply. We gauge the potential range of fractions by bootstrap resampling. The uncertainties in cluster fractions show the standard deviations of 10,000 bootstrap resamples.

$^7$ In the last bin the SCC fraction drops by 50%, but due to low statistics, we treat the result in the first and last bin with caution. The first bin contains only 6, and the last one only 14 clusters.
We computed these fractions in six mass bins (bin size $\sim 10^4 M_\odot$). We considered the same six fiducial CC criteria: $t_{\text{cool},0}$ (main panel), $K_\alpha$ (upper right), $n_{e,0}$ (center right), $\alpha$ (lower left), $C_{\text{phys}}$ (lower center), and $C_{\text{scaled}}$ (lower right). The respective CC criterion is indicated in the lower-left corner of each panel. In the main panel, the gray numbers state the number of clusters in each bin. The cluster fractions vary considerably according to the CC criterion, show varying trends with cluster mass and varying normalizations in cluster fraction.

Table 2. Summary of the strong cool-core (SCC), weak cool-core (WCC), and non-cool-core (NCC) cluster fractions for the entire TNG-Cluster sample combining all halo masses ($1.0 \times 10^{14} M_\odot < M_{500c} < 1.9 \times 10^{15} M_\odot$) at $z = 0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t_{\text{cool},0}$</th>
<th>$n_{e,0}$</th>
<th>$K_\alpha$</th>
<th>$C_{\text{phys}}$</th>
<th>$C_{\text{scaled}}$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{SCC}}$</td>
<td>$24 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$52 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$8 \pm 1$</td>
<td>$8 \pm 1$</td>
<td>$15 \pm 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{WCC}}$</td>
<td>$60 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$37 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$59 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$10 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$29 \pm 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{NCC}}$</td>
<td>$16 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$11 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$34 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$82 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$56 \pm 3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Each column shows one of the six different central criteria considered.

The same galaxy formation model, although our sample has a larger median mass. Any differences in mass trends are therefore likely due to small details in the cluster classification procedure, numerical methodology in the CC criteria calculation, and the differing cluster masses of the samples.

Table 2 summarizes our results for cluster (N)CC fractions of the complete TNG-Cluster sample at $z = 0$. Overall, we find a SCC fraction of $24 \pm 2\%$ ($t_{\text{cool},0}$), $8 \pm 1\%$ ($K_\alpha$), $52 \pm 3\%$ ($n_{e,0}$), $25 \pm 2\%$ ($\alpha$), $8 \pm 1\%$ ($C_{\text{phys}}$) and $15 \pm 2\%$ ($C_{\text{scaled}}$).

Figure 10 compares to other inferences from both observations (right side) as well as simulations (left side). The $y$-axis shows both SCC fractions (circles) as well as CC fractions (squares), when available. Determinations from different CC criteria are given different colors, as labeled in the legend. To define the CC fraction we add the strong and WCC fractions. However, this may result in larger CC fractions compared to other work, as various values between our thresholds for SCCs and WCCs are used to define cool cores in the literature.

Broadly, observations have often inferred somewhat higher CC fractions than cosmological simulations of galaxy clusters. However, the exact definitions used to measure CC fraction, as well as sample properties including the cluster mass and redshift distributions and observational selection functions play a role. For this reason, the comparisons with other works are meant to be qualitative, at face value only. We discuss and compare to CC fractions from each of the six CC criteria below.

First, we compare to the predecessor of TNG-Cluster, the TNG300 simulation. Barnes et al. (2018) compute the CC fraction for a sample of 370 clusters with $M_{500} > 10^{13.75} M_\odot$, as well as separately for only a high-mass sub-sample of 49 clusters ($M_{500} > 2 \times 10^{14} M_\odot$). This high-mass sub-sample was created because the median mass of the complete simulated sample was significant lower than the masses from observed samples. Their SCC fractions using central cooling time and central electron number density are smaller than ours, for both their complete...
Using the Rhapsody-G simulation, Hahn et al. (2017) study 10 clusters with a mean mass of $M_{500c} = 5.8 \times 10^{14} M_\odot$. That work classifies a cluster as CC when the mean central entropy within 10 kpc is less than 40 keV cm$^2$. They find a CC fraction of 44%. If we employ the same entropy threshold, we find a CC fraction of 20%. Although this is notably smaller, we adopt an aperture of 0.012 $r_{500c}$, while they use a fixed aperture of 10 kpc, roughly twice as small as ours, leading to systematically higher central entropy in our case. This emphasizes that quantitative cross-simulation comparisons are difficult and will benefit in the future from unified analyses of, for example, publicly available simulations.

Hinz (2018) compute (S)CC fractions using central electron number density ($f_{SCC} = 20\%$), cooling time ($f_{SCC} = 33\%$) and entropy ($f_{CC} = 41\%$) in the Magneticum Pathfinder simulation (Dolag et al. 2015). To compare to their result for the central cooling time and entropy we combine our SCC and WCC fractions. Our respective fractions are larger (lower) for $t_{cool,0}$ and $K_0 (n_{e,0})$. However, the mean mass of the Magneticum cluster sample is unclear, and may differ substantially from TNG-Cluster. In addition, as for Rhapsody-G above, the physical model as well as numerical simulation technique of Magneticum are both substantially different than in TNG. Cluster central properties and CC fractions can therefore inform our modeling of galaxy clusters.

Observationally, considering the central cooling times of a sample of 30 nearby galaxy clusters from the REXCRESS survey (Böhringer et al. 2007, spanning a mass range of $10^{14} M_\odot < M_{500c} < 8 \times 10^{14} M_\odot$), Haarsma et al. (2010) find a CC fraction of 33%. However, this comparison is at face value only, as they compute $t_{cool,0}$ within a different radius of 0.03 $r_{500c}$ (computation of $t_{cool,0}$ taken from Croston et al. 2008) and define CCs as clusters with $t_{cool,0} < 2$ Gyr. For comparison, Hudson et al. (2010) find a SCC (WCC) fraction of 44% (28%) in their flux-limited sample of 64 X-ray selected clusters using the same definition.

Both clusters samples are in fact X-ray selected samples that suffer from CC bias. In particular, Andrade-Santos et al. (2017) found that CCs are overrepresented in X-ray selected samples compared to SZ-selected surveys by a factor of 2.1–2.7 depending on metric (for Chandra data). Adopting this correction factor reduces the inferred CC fractions to 16% and 21%, which are in reasonable agreement with our findings.

Using central entropy, Hudson et al. (2010) find a SCC fraction of 37% and a WCC fraction of 34%. While our SCC fraction is significantly smaller than the observed one, the combined fraction of SCCs and WCCs is in agreement with the combined observed sample. This suggests the split between SCCs and WCCs is not well-defined, implying that calculating fractions for each becomes very sensitive to the split threshold value. Haarsma et al. (2010) also classify clusters using central electron number densities from Croston et al. (2008) and find a SCC fraction of 33% (for $n_{e,0}$ computed within 0.008 $r_{500c}$).

Andrade-Santos et al. (2017) use a sample of 164 clusters selected from the ESZ survey. They find (S)CC fractions based on central electron number density and cuspsiness that are lower than ours ($f_{SCC} = 39 \pm 5\%$ vs. $52 \pm 3\%$ and $f_{CC} = 38 \pm 5\%$ vs. $45 \pm 4\%$). However, the average mass of the SZ-selected
hboxsample is larger than the median mass of our total sample. The same work finds CC fractions based on the X-ray concentration parameter that are significantly larger than ours. To compare to the physical (scaled) concentration parameter we must combine the SCC and WCC fractions (consider a threshold of $C_{\text{scaled}} > 0.4$). Even so, fractions inferred from X-ray concentrations appear to be larger, by up to a factor of two, than in TNG-Cluster ($36 \pm 5\%$ vs. $18 \pm 2\% \left[C_{\text{phys}}\right]$, $28 \pm 4\%$ vs. $18 \pm 2\% \left[C_{\text{scaled}}\right]$).

To summarize, we find that our CC fractions are in tentative agreement with observed fractions. However, CC fractions strongly depend on the defining criteria, making careful comparisons essential. Although we tried to compare to studies that employed similar CC criteria, differences remain, such as different apertures in which the central values were computed. An “apples-to-apples” comparison with data requires detailed for-

3.7. Cool-core versus non-cool-core cluster structure (radial profiles)

We return to cluster thermodynamical profiles, but now stack according to core state. Figure 11 shows median profiles for electron number density (upper left), entropy (upper right), temperature (lower left), and pressure (lower right). The blue solid line shows stacked SCC profiles, the purple dashed line shows stacked WCC profiles, and the orange dash-dotted line shows combined profiles of NCCs. To separate the clusters in the three core states we use the central cooling time, our fiducial CC criterion.

On the upper left we show the electron number density profiles. They significantly differ in the core, by roughly two orders of magnitude. They begin to converge at a radius of $\sim 0.2r_{500c}$ that separates the regions dominated by gravitational effects from the region where non-gravitational processes become important. Regardless of CC status, all three density profiles fall on top of each other at large radii.

The SCC profile reaches the highest densities in the core ($n_e(0.001r_{500c}) \sim 0.5 \text{ cm}^{-3}$), while the NCC profile has the lowest core densities ($n_e(0.001r_{500c}) \sim 0.004 \text{ cm}^{-3}$). The stacked NCC profile becomes flat toward the center, increasing by less than a factor of two from $-0.1r_{500c}$ to $0.001r_{500c}$. The stacked WCC profile has intermediate core densities. This finding is expected since CC clusters have a high central density and NCCs do not, by definition. Additionally, since we classify clusters based on central cooling time, SCCs have low $t_{\text{cool}}$ and thus high density or low temperature in the core.

The upper right panel presents the entropy profiles. As before, they are well separated in the core and become similar at large radii. As expected, the SCC profiles have the smallest central entropy. The median NCC profile is again relatively flat in the center, with the highest values.
For both, electron number density and entropy, the colored bands stating the uncertainty do not overlap for \( r < 0.1 \, r_{500c} \). The three classes are well separated, implying that \( n_{e,0} \) and \( K_0 \) are highly correlated with central cooling time. Additionally, measurements of these two parameter are rather effective in assigning clusters to a CC class (unlike temperature, see below), assuming central cooling time as the fiducial choice for classification.

In the lower left panel of Fig. 11 we show the stacked median temperature profiles. In contrast to the previous two cases, here the amplitude of separation is rather small and the shape of the profiles differ substantially. The NCC profile has the highest temperature across all radii. The NCC and WCC profiles monotonically increase until \( 0.004 \, r_{500c} \). The SCC profile also increases toward the center, but with a pronounced dip at \( \sim 0.04 \, r_{500c} \). This dip makes the actual temperature of SCCs \( (r < 0.5 \times 10^{-2} \, r_{500c}) \) cooler than WCCs and NCCs, although the SCC temperature recovers in the very center.

In the core there is no separation of the three profiles, and clusters have similar central temperatures at \( r < 10^{-3} \, r_{500c} \) regardless of CC status. The differences in core temperature between the cluster states is small, causing the percentile bands to overlap. We speculate that the central temperatures of clusters, especially SCCs, are impacted by AGN feedback that heats their cores. We will return to the physical origin of these differences in central temperature with future work.

The pressure profiles (lower right) show similar trends to the electron number density profiles. In the center the different cluster classes clearly separate. SCCs have the highest central pressure and NCCs the lowest. At larger radii, the three profiles approach each other. Note that in Fig. 11 we show only CC classifications based on central cooling time. The stacked profiles look similar when using other CC criteria. The amplitude of the separation varies with varying CC criteria, but the shape of the profiles stays roughly the same.

Observationally, Ghirardini et al. (2019) fit profiles to X-COP sample, split in CC and NCC clusters. They infer the profiles for the range \( 10^{-2} < r/r_{500c} < 2.5 \) and normalize to the virial value. In general, their trends with radius are in reasonable agreement with our profiles. However, the temperature profile for CC clusters continues to decrease for \( r < 0.1 \, r_{500c} \), whereas our temperature profile increases again for smaller radii. This apparent difference may arise due to central AGN activity, that is, the heating of cluster cores by the central SMBH could be stronger in TNG-Cluster than X-COP. However, the systematics involved in the inference of temperature from X-ray emission are non-trivial, and a robust apples-to-apples comparison requires mock observations. In the future, any quantitative tensions between simulated and observed profiles can help constrain the AGN feedback models. While the separation for their electron number density, entropy, and pressure (both not explicitly shown) in the core is smaller compared to ours, their scatter in the temperature profile is comparable.

We also made a qualitative comparison to the pressure profiles presented by the Planck Collaboration Int. V (2013) (lower right panel). Their trends are in agreement with ours, although the separation in the core is smaller. This may be a consequence of splitting the sample into two classes instead of three.

We also compare to the results of the Rhapsody-G simulation (Hahn et al. 2017). They split their 9 clusters based on central entropy into CC and NCC samples. Their central electron number density and entropy profiles are well separated in the core, where the NCCs have a flatter profile with lower density/higher entropy in the core. At larger radii, the profiles of the different cluster populations approach each other. The temperature profiles also show similar trends, with comparable scatter, as ours. The SCC profiles exhibit a dip, while the NCCs have a flat profile in the center. Their SCC profiles do not feature the increase toward the very center that we see. However, the positions of the dip cannot directly be compared as Hahn et al. (2017) present radii in physical units, while we normalize to \( r_{500c} \).

Similarly, Rasia et al. (2015) measure entropy profiles for the two cluster populations in their DIANOVA sample of 29 simulated clusters. The profiles are well separated in the core, and the stacked profile of the NCC population has a higher entropy in the core than the stacked SCC profile. Their profiles for the two cluster populations agree well with ours (see upper right panel in Fig. 11).

Summarizing, the stacked profiles of TNG-Cluster at \( z = 0 \) when split into (N)CC populations are in reasonable agreement with inferences on observed profiles as well as the few available profiles from other numerical work.

4. Evolution of cool-core and non-cool-core clusters with redshift

After studying the cluster population at \( z = 0 \), we now investigate how the core properties, the CC fractions and radial profiles evolve with redshift. We qualitatively compared our findings to several observational samples up to \( z = 2 \). In particular, cluster surveys based on selection via the Sunyaev–Zeldovich (SZE) effect provide samples free from the CC bias due to the redshift independence of the SZE signal (Birkinshaw 1999). This allows for a less biased comparison to theoretical results from simulations than X-ray selected samples (Andrade-Santos et al. 2017; Barnes et al. 2018).

We first consider the SPT-XVP sample of McDonald et al. (2013). It consists of 83 clusters in the mass range \( 2 \times 10^{14} \, M_\odot / h_{70} < M_{500} < 2 \times 10^{15} \, M_\odot / h_{70} \) and a redshift range of \( 0.3 < z < 1.2 \). The median redshift is \( z \sim 0.7 \). The clusters are SZ selected based on detection significance from SPT observations. All SPT-selected clusters in their work were then observed with Chandra to characterize their physical properties via higher resolution X-ray data. The sample of McDonald et al. (2014) of 80 clusters are selected from the SPT 2500 deg\(^2\) survey and are similarly followed up with Chandra. This sample spans a redshift range of \( 0.3 < z < 1.2 \). Finally, McDonald et al. (2017) presents a sample of the eight most massive galaxy clusters at \( z > 2 \) from the SPT 2500 deg\(^2\) survey – the SPT-Hiz sample. These clusters span a mass range of \( 2 \times 10^{14} \, M_\odot < M_{500} < 4 \times 10^{13} \, M_\odot \) and a redshift range of \( 1.2 < z < 1.9 \). For our comparison we consider X-ray peak centered CC fractions.

Sanders et al. (2018) used almost the same sample of clusters compared to McDonald et al. (2013), differing only in a few halos. However, their analysis uses an alternate definition of the cluster center, and this leads to different results than the original analysis of McDonald et al. (2013, 2014). Contrary to the other studies, they also determine the central core properties within an aperture of fixed physical size of \( \sim 10 \) kpc.

To study the evolution of cluster progenitors with time, Ruppin et al. (2021) select high-redshift clusters that resemble progenitors of well-known low redshift clusters. 49 clusters of the sample by McDonald et al. (2013) fulfil their criteria. Additionally, their sample includes 18 clusters from the SPT 100 deg\(^2\) catalog, for which Chandra data are also available. The clusters are selected based on their mass growth rates, yielding a mass range of \( 6.4 \times 10^{14} \, M_\odot < M_{500} < 1.3 \times 10^{15} \, M_\odot \) at \( z \sim 0 \). The 67 selected clusters span a redshift range of \( 0.25 < z < 1.3 \). They
Fig. 12. Redshift evolution of the six central properties used to classify (N)CC clusters from $z = 0$ to $z = 2$. These properties are, clockwise from the upper left, cooling time, entropy, electron number density, scaled X-ray concentration, physical X-ray concentration, and cuspsiness. Each panel includes two sets of violins: the left (teal) shows the distributions for the entire TNG-Cluster sample, while the right (yellow) shows only the high-mass halos with $M_{500} > 10^{15} M_{\odot}$. In this latter case, we probe the evolution at an approximately fixed halo mass, and the number in each bin is indicated. The horizontal gray lines mark the thresholds between NCC, WCC, and SCC clusters. The strong redshift evolution is due both to the evolving mass distribution of the sample, with lower-mass clusters at earlier times, as well as the physical evolution in central gas properties.

4.1. Cool-core criteria versus redshift

Figure 12 presents the evolution of the six central cluster properties with redshift. At each redshift, a kernel density estimate (KDE) of the underlying distribution is used to represent the values in a violin plot. The left side (teal) of each violin shows the distribution of the total sample of 352 clusters, while the right side (yellow) shows the distribution of only high-mass clusters with $M_{500} > 10^{15} M_{\odot}$. Below each violin we label the number of clusters in the high-mass bin and above each violin we label the median mass both in the full and high-mass sample.

The main panel (upper left) shows the redshift evolution of the central cooling times. The left (teal) violin shows a strong trend with redshift. The overall violin is shifted to lower $t_{\text{cool}}$ for higher redshift by two orders of magnitude; the mean values shift from $\log_{10}(t_{\text{cool}}/\text{Gyr}) = 0.35$ at $z = 0$ to $\log_{10}(t_{\text{cool}}/\text{Gyr}) = -1.78$ at $z = 2$. In contrast, the shape of the violins only change moderately: at all redshifts the distribution is continuous and exhibits no bimodality. The distribution is asymmetric and skewed to higher values for the lowest and highest redshifts, for intermediate redshifts the distribution is skewed to lower $t_{\text{cool}}$.

Due to the strong shift of the overall violin to smaller $t_{\text{cool}}$, we classify nearly all clusters as SCCs for $z > 0.7$.

The median mass of the sample is changing strongly with redshift; $\log_{10}(M_{500}/M_{\odot}) = 14.7$ at $z = 0$, and $\log_{10}(M_{500}/M_{\odot}) = 13.5$ at $z = 2$. Thus, the strong redshift evolution is influenced both by the strong evolution of cluster mass and by the evolution of gas properties. The high-mass sample (yellow violin) keeps roughly the same median mass for the whole redshift range of $0 < z < 0.5$, and these distributions do not show significant redshift evolution. This may indicate that the pronounced redshift evolution of the full sample is strongly induced by the evolution of the cluster masses.

The change of central entropy (upper right panel) shows similar behavior: a strong redshift evolution toward lower entropy for the full sample, and only a moderate evolution of the high-mass sample. The center right panel shows the evolution of the central electron number density. The trends are comparable to cooling time and entropy, and can explain the evolution of both.
Since the central density of the full sample rapidly increases for high redshift, we expect, by definition, the cooling time and entropy to decrease toward higher redshift. Since clusters are defined as overdensities relative to the critical density of the Universe, and given that this density increases with redshift, \( n_{e,0} \) will correspondingly increase with redshift at fixed halo mass. By defining \( n_{e,0} \) relative to a fixed fraction of \( r_{500c} \), the aperture also shrinks with increasing redshift, which, in turn, leads to an additional increase in \( n_{e,0} \) (see e.g. Barnes et al. 2018). To remove this second effect it could be beneficial to compute \( n_{e,0} \) within a fixed physical aperture of, for example, 10 kpc.

The evolution of the cuspliness parameter (lower left) is also toward more SCCs at higher redshift, but the trend is milder than in the three previous properties. The average value of the full sample evolves from \( \log_{10} \alpha = -0.31 \) at \( z = 0 \) to \( \log_{10} \alpha \sim 0.07 \) at \( z = 2 \). For the previous central properties the change in mass with redshift was the main driver of redshift evolution, in case of the cuspliness the effects of mass are less prominent. This is because the cuspliness is computed from the slope of the density profiles, but in Fig. 6 we saw that the slope of the density profile at 0.04 \( r_{500c} \) does not vary strongly with mass. Since the mass trend is milder in cuspliness, it may be better suited for comparing samples across redshift.

The evolution of the physical concentration parameter (lower center) is comparable to the cuspliness parameter, but due to the imposed thresholds the clusters are mostly classified as NCCs at \( z < 0.7 \). The average value of the full sample evolves from \( \log_{10} \alpha = -1.43 \) at \( z = 0 \) to \( \log_{10} \alpha \sim 0.7 \) at \( z = 2 \). Assuming that the size of a cool core is fixed (Santos et al. 2008; McDonald et al. 2017), one can expect the physical concentration parameter to be less dependent on mass. If that is the case, \( C_{\text{phys}} \) is also a CC metric that is well suited for the study of the redshift evolution of cluster samples with a large scatter in mass.

The evolution in scaled concentration parameter (lower right) is different from all previous CC metrics. From \( z = 0 \) to \( z = 0.7 \) the violins shift toward the NCC regime, that is, toward lower concentrations. However, from \( z = 0.7 \) to \( z = 2 \) the violins are shifted toward the SCC regime. The trend with respect to \( C_{\text{phys}} \) can be explained by the differing definitions. Using fractions of \( r_{500c} \) to define the concentration leads to a different sampling of cluster regions as a function of redshift. Since the same fraction of \( r_{500c} \) in physical units is larger at low redshift, this will influence measurements of the scaled concentration parameter.

Observations of clusters up to \( z = 2 \) reveal little to no evolution in CC criteria (McDonald et al. 2013, 2017; Sanders et al. 2018; Pascut & Ponman 2015). In their sample spanning a redshift range of 0.3 < \( z < 1.2 \), McDonald et al. (2013) find little evolution in \( t_{\text{cool},0} \) and \( K_0 \), and a weak evolution toward the NCC regime in both \( \alpha \) and \( C_{\text{phys}} \) with increasing redshift. In contrast to our sample, the average mass of their sample is similar across the whole redshift range. McDonald et al. (2017) expands the previous study to redshifts \( z \sim 1.9 \), and find no measurable evolution. Focusing solely on the high-mass sample, which is less influenced by mass variations, our CC criteria trends are consistent with no evolution within their uncertainties.

### 4.2. Cool-core fraction versus redshift

Figure 13 shows the redshift evolution of SCC, WCC, and NCC fractions. Each of the panels represents classification by our six CC criteria: central cooling time (upper left), central entropy (upper right), central electron number density (middle left), cuspliness (middle right), and X-ray concentration within physical (lower left) and scaled (lower right) apertures. The three collo-
ors indicate SCC fraction (blue), WCC fraction (purple), and NCC fraction (orange), while the three linestyle indicate different mass bins: low-mass (dashed), intermediate-mass (dotted), and high-mass halos (solid). Halos are placed into these mass bins, and classified into their CC status, based on their properties at each distinct redshift (we consider a \( z = 0 \) based classification in Fig. A.2).

Considering the low-mass bin in the upper left panel (central cooling time) we can see that the SCC fraction increases with increasing redshift. At \( z = 1 \) all clusters in that mass bin are classified as SCCs. Consequently, the WCC and NCC fractions in the low-mass bin approach zero at that redshift. The NCC fraction is overall low for the central cooling time and the WCC fraction decays from \( \sim70\% \) at \( z = 0 \) to zero at \( z = 1 \). The redshift trend in the intermediate-mass bin is similar, differing in the redshift at which the SCC fraction approaches 100\% (\( z = 1.5 \)). Overall, the SCC/WCC fractions in this mass bin drop faster with decreasing redshift than those for the low-mass bin. This implies that intermediate mass clusters are transformed faster to NCCs than low-mass clusters. This may arise because more massive clusters experience disruptive mergers earlier, and thus their cool cores are destroyed earlier.

In contrast, in the high-mass bin the SCC fraction is increasing with decreasing redshift and the WCC fraction is decreasing. At \( z = 1 \) all clusters in the high-mass bin are classified as WCCs. The high-mass bin of SCCs contains only 7 (\( z = 0.4 \), 6 (\( z = 0.5 \)), and 1 (\( z = 0.7 \)) clusters at the stated redshifts. This is also due to the imposed CC thresholds. In Sect. 2.3, we discussed the choice of thresholds for the cooling time at \( z = 0 \); however, these arguments should be adjusted for high-redshift clusters. The evolution of the high-mass SCC fraction is similar to the other mass bins, although the overall fractions are larger.

The central entropy (upper right) and the cuspliness parameter (center right) show similar redshift and mass trends compared to the central cooling time. However, the absolute values of the cluster fractions are different. For example, the cuspliness-derived NCC fraction is the dominant class for all mass bins and redshifts. The transformation of SCCs into WCCs/NCCs is more rapid when fractions are computed using the central entropy.

When classifying based on \( n_{e,0} \) (center left) all mass bins show the same redshift trend, which is also similar to the redshift trend of the low-/intermediate-mass bin using central cooling time. The fractions using the physical concentration parameter (lower left) have similar mass trends compared to \( n_{e,0} \). However, most of the clusters are classified as NCCs across all mass bins and all redshifts. Nonetheless, the NCC fraction is decreasing for increasing redshift.

The redshift trend of the fractions using the scaled concentration parameter (lower right) is different. Most of the clusters are classified as NCCs in all mass bins across all redshifts, but the NCC fraction is increasing with increasing redshift. In contrast, the SCC/WCC fractions are mildly increasing with decreasing redshift for all mass bins. These trends are opposite compared to all other CC metrics, but this is a consequence of the definition (for a discussion see Sect. 4.1).

Summarizing, the SCC fraction is larger at higher redshift, and so the NCC fraction decreases toward higher redshifts. However, the absolute values of these fractions strongly vary with the CC criterion. Broadly speaking, the SCC fraction is larger in the low-mass bin compared to the high-mass bin. For most CC criteria, all mass bins evolve similarly with redshift.

In the following we compare to several observational works, whose important aspects are described in Sect. 4. The comparison is meant to be qualitative, that is, without hav-
Fig. 13. Fraction of SCC (blue), WCC (purple), and NCC (orange) clusters in the TNG-Cluster simulation as a function of redshift. We separated clusters into low-mass (dashed lines), intermediate-mass (dotted lines), and high-mass bins (solid lines). The log_{10} \left( \frac{M}{M_{\odot}} \right) thresholds for each mass bin are stated in the legend. We overplot the results for the SCC fraction from observations (McDonald et al. 2013; Ruppin et al. 2021) in five of the six panels. For 0 < \textit{z} \leq 0.7, the observations should be compared to the high-mass bin (solid line) and at \textit{z} = 1 to the intermediate-mass bin (dotted line). The comparisons are meant to be qualitative (i.e., at face value only). The six panels show the classification based on our six fiducial CC criteria, from top left to bottom right: cooling time, entropy, density, cuspiness, and the two X-ray concentration measures. Overall, the fraction of SCC clusters is higher at earlier times, and NCC clusters appear only at \textit{z} \leq 0.5, although redshift trends depend on the adopted CC criterion.
SCC fraction, based on entropy, is lower, but McDonald et al. (2013) uses a higher entropy threshold to define the CC fraction. At $z = 1$, our SCC fraction is larger than (comparable to) the observed one for a classification based on central cooling time (entropy), based on our intermediate-mass bin (dotted line).

In the CC fractions based on cuspliness (center right) and physical concentration parameter (lower left), McDonald et al. (2013) infer a decrease in CC fraction from $-0.4$ at $z = 0$ to $-0.1$ at $z = 1.2$. For cuspliness, our SCC fraction in the high-mass bin matches the observations well. For physical concentration the observed trend matches the redshift evolution of the high-mass bin, but at all redshifts our SCC fractions are smaller. However, we note that McDonald et al. (2013) adjust the thresholds for $K_0$ and $C_{\text{phys}}$ to reduce the scatter in CC fraction between different CC metrics in the low-redshift bin.

Ruppin et al. (2021) finds a $n_\text{pp}$-based SCC fraction that is compatible with no redshift evolution for $0.3 < z < 1.3$ ($f_{\text{SCC}} \sim 0.5$). Since they aim to investigate clusters that resemble the progenitors of well-known low-redshift clusters, we should compare to the CC fractions of the high-mass bin based on the $z = 0$ classification from Fig. A.2, but these are largely consistent with Fig. 13 in this case. In that redshift range our SCC fraction evolves from $-0.75$ at $z = 0$ to $-1$ at $z > 1$.

In earlier simulations, Burns et al. (2007) find a slightly increasing CC fraction with increasing redshift. Their sample covers a redshift range of $0 < z < 1$. However, the within the uncertainties the trend is also compatible with no redshift evolution. The clusters are assigned to CC classes based on the central temperature drop. On the other hand, Pellenes & Quilis (2009) infer a redshift trend in their simulated cluster sample that is compatible with no evolution in the redshift range $0 < z < 1$, but find a decrease in CCs for higher redshifts $1 < z < 2$. The clusters are classified using the central temperature drop. In this simulation the effects of mergers on the CC status are more decisive, as they do not include feedback.

The work on TNG300 led to similar results as ours (Barnes et al. 2018). In their high-mass sample, the CC fractions based on central cooling time, density, and entropy are slightly steeper, or possibly in tentative agreement, with the observed trends. The fractions based on cuspliness and physical concentration are compatible with no redshift evolution, but in case of $C_{\text{phys}}$ the normalization is offset.

### 4.3. Redshift evolution of cluster profiles

Figure 14 shows the redshift evolution of cluster profiles, where we focus on entropy (top panels) and temperature (bottom panels). The qualitative trends are similar for density, pressure, and cooling time. The left panels focus on evolution at fixed halo mass. At each of four redshifts $z = [0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0]$ (different colors) we select clusters in four halo mass bins (different linestyles). Mass bins are chosen to split the full sample in bins with $-0.3$ dex width. In the right panels we classify clusters into SCC, WCC, and NCC subsets (different linestyles) according to their central cooling times at each redshift.

Considering the upper left panel, we find that the entropy profiles in all mass and redshift bins decrease toward the center. The slope is steeper (mildest) for the clusters at $z = 1$ ($z = 0$). Nonetheless, the shape of the entropy profiles is similar for all cases. At a fixed mass bin the entropy is decreasing for increasing redshift, with the evolution strongest in the core. This is expected as density increases toward higher redshift at fixed mass. Additionally, the scaled radius at higher redshift probes smaller regions, causing an even higher density/lower entropy in the center. At fixed redshift the entropy increases with increasing mass. This is likely due to the strong mass trends of the temperature profiles (see below), whereas the mass trend of density is only moderate. The difference between mass bins is larger in the core and for larger redshifts. In other words, clusters become more uniform with time, in that sense that the low-mass clusters approach the high-mass clusters. This likely reflects hierarchical assembly: at $z \sim 1$ the massive systems already experienced disruptive mergers, while less massive systems are still evolving. By $z = 0$ even the less massive halos underwent disruptive merging processes causing their central entropy to rise.

At fixed mass, temperature (lower left) roughly decreases in the core toward higher redshift. However, at higher halo masses this trend is only marginal. It also inverts in the outskirts, although the profiles hardly change with redshift in the outskirts at fixed mass. At fixed redshift, the temperature increases for all radii by a similar amplitude with increasing mass. It is evident that changes in cluster mass have a more profound effect on the temperature profiles than changes in redshift, especially in the cluster outskirts. In the center, however, this effect is superimposed with other processes, such as AGN feedback.

The temperature profiles for clusters in the high-mass bin (solid line) increase toward the center. In the second most massive bin (dashed line) this is also true, except for the $z = 1$ profile where a small dip in the central temperature occurs. This dip is intensified in the lower intermediate-mass bin (dashed-dotted line) relative to the others. In the low-mass bin (dotted line) the profiles at all redshifts (except $z = 0$) feature such a dip. This implies that heating processes from, for example, AGNs are more important at lower redshifts and affect the centers of less massive clusters more strongly.

Next, we consider the redshift evolution of the internal structure of the (N)CC populations (right column in Fig. 14). The entropy profiles (upper right) are for all redshifts well separated in CC states in the central region. There is no redshift evolution in the NCC entropy profiles. WCC profiles evolve moderately in the core toward smaller entropy with increasing redshift. For SCC clusters this trends is even more pronounced. At the outskirts the profiles for the three different populations approach each other for fixed redshift. At lower redshifts, there is less separation between the three profiles, and a shift toward higher entropy values. The shape of the profiles of each CC class stays similar across all redshifts with the central dip increasing with redshift. Finally, as the samples are defined at every redshift, clusters can change populations from CC to NCC and vice versa.

The temperature profiles (lower right) are not well separated by CC state. This is also evident from the orange band, which gives the 16–84 percentile region for the profiles at $z = 0.2$. We show this band as representative in all cases, to avoid overcrowding. Temperature separation gets larger with increasing redshift. This may be induced by the stronger variation in median mass in the SCC profiles (see above) and by the strong mass dependence of the temperature profiles. Impressively, the NCC profiles show no clear trend with redshift and keep the same shape for $0 < z < 2$. There is moderate redshift evolution in the WCC profiles, and at higher redshift a shallow dip in the core of the profiles appears. The SCC profiles evolve strongly in shape with redshift: at $z = 0$, a strong dip occurs at $0.04\, r_{500}$, and the temperature increases again toward the center, while at $z \geq 1$ the SCC profiles decrease toward the center from this point.
Using different CC criteria leads to similar results and redshift evolution.

We compare the TNG-Cluster redshift evolution to several observational works. McDonald et al. (2013) shows entropy profiles for CC vs. NCC clusters in three redshift bins ($z < 0.1$, $0.3 < z < 0.75$, and $0.75 < z < 1.1$) classified based on $K_0$. The radial entropy profiles match ours reasonably well. At $r_{500c}$ they find decreasing entropy with increasing redshift, matching the TNG-Cluster expectation. At their innermost radius of 0.01 $r_{500}$ they observe no evolution. This is in broad agreement with our profiles, especially when we classify the clusters based on $K_0$ (not explicitly shown). In contrast, they find substantial evolution in gas density profiles. The density of SCCs increases toward lower redshift in the core, while the core values of NCCs stay roughly constant. These findings also match the behavior of our electron number density profiles well (not shown).

McDonald et al. (2014) presents CC and NCC profiles for two different redshifts ($z \sim 0.5$ and $z \sim 0.8$) for normalized entropy and temperature. They split clusters based on cuspiness, classifying halos above the mean as CCs. The entropy at 0.01 $r_{500c}$ does not evolve for the CC population but increases for the NCC population. This is different from our findings, even when we adopt cuspiness as our CC criterion. The temperature of their CC profiles decreases with increasing redshift at 0.01 $r_{500}$, which is compatible with our findings. However, their NCC profiles do not evolve with redshift, which also differs from TNG-Cluster. However, they use a different threshold in cuspiness and the show entropy/temperature profiles normalized to $K_{500}/T_{500}$, which makes the comparison non-trivial.

4.4. Comparisons to observations

Throughout this work we presented several comparisons of our work to observational results. These comparisons were meant to be a comparison at face value only. However, in this final section, we aim to explore possible effects influencing the observed fractions of CCs and NCCs, both at low redshift and as a function of time. As we compare thermodynamic profiles and cluster core properties to observations, we also discuss effects that influence the extraction of thermodynamic quantities from X-ray spectra and surface brightness maps.

X-ray selected observations are biased toward high surface brightness clusters, leading to an overrepresentation of CC clusters, especially at higher redshifts (Eckert et al. 2011). In particular, Andrade-Santos et al. (2017) find an overrepresentation of CCs in flux-limited samples by a factor of 2.1 compared to SZ-selected samples (see Sect. 3.6).
To investigate the effects of a flux-limit we have applied several flux limits to our sample, and explored the results (not shown). The highest flux-limit we adopt is taken from Hudson et al. (2010) and reads \( f_X(0.1-2.4)\text{keV} \geq 2 \times 10^{-11}\text{erg s}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-2} \). When this flux-limit is applied, all 352 halos of our sample are selected at \( z = 0 \). However, for higher redshift the CC bias becomes clearly important, as expected.

Due to the significant CC bias in X-ray selected samples, observations investigating the redshift evolution of cluster fractions typically rely on SZ-selected samples, as the selection function of SZ samples remains nearly independent of redshift. However, even SZ-selected samples show some CC bias, although it is less significant compared to X-ray selected samples (Rossetti et al. 2017). For example, Lin et al. (2015) find that the presence of a CC can increase the measured significance by 0.01%–10% at \( z > 0.3 \), increasing with cuspsiness or mass of the cluster and decreasing with redshift.

In addition to selection effects, extracting 3D profiles of thermodynamic ICM properties involves deprojecting 2D maps of observable surface brightness. Typically, these quantities are obtained by assuming spherical symmetry and modeling projected X-ray spectra in each annulus. However, these procedures rely on several assumptions, introducing uncertainty into the results and potentially biasing inferences of quantities such as the central temperature (Lakhchaura et al. 2016). Future work will assess these issues using the TNG-Cluster simulation sample.

Physical evolution of cluster properties, from the cores to their outskirts, clearly results from the interplay of different physical processes. These include: the evolution of the ICM attributed to the expansion of the Universe and structure growth, cooling processes within the ICM, and the heating of the ICM via AGN feedback or cluster mergers. The statistics of TNG-Cluster and the initial quantitative census of this work lay the groundwork for a detailed investigation into the dominant physics driving cluster evolution and, especially, cluster core transformation across time.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the ICM of massive galaxy clusters using the new TNG-Cluster simulation, a suite of 352 high-mass galaxy clusters spanning a halo mass range of \( 10^{14} < M_{500c}/M_{\odot} < 2 \times 10^{15} \) at \( z = 0 \). We focused on the central thermodynamical properties of the ICM, contrasting the physical properties, relative fractions, and evolution of cool-core (CC) versus non-cool-core (NCC) cluster populations. The key findings of this work are the following:

- TNG-Cluster produces a large diversity of cluster core morphologies in terms of density, temperature, entropy, and cooling time (Figs. 1–4). Morphological features resembling well-known observed galaxy clusters exist. Radial profiles of density, temperature, entropy, and pressure at \( z = 0 \) are in reasonable agreement with observed profiles (Fig. 6).
- We considered six common CC criteria: central cooling time, entropy, electron density, the density profile slope, and two X-ray concentration parameters. All six distributions are unimodal, and no clear bimodalities are present. As a result, CCs and NCCs represent the two extremes of each distribution, and threshold values commonly used to classify CC status do not correspond to distinct features in our distributions. The simulated distributions are in broad agreement with observational findings from SZ-selected samples (Fig. 7).
- Cluster core properties have diverse trends with halo mass. Some evolve toward the SCC regime as mass increases, some evolve toward the NCC regime, and some have no mass trend (Fig. 8). As a result, the abundance of (N)CCs – overall and as a function of mass – strongly depends on the adopted CC criteria.
- The SCC fraction increases with a higher halo mass for three CC metrics (cooling time, density, and scaled concentration), while for the other three CC criteria, the CC fraction is consistent with no mass trend (entropy, cuspsiness, and physical concentration). The NCC fraction rises with increasing mass for two CC metrics (central cooling time and entropy), decreases for a classification using density and cuspsiness, and shows no trend for both X-ray concentration parameters (Fig. 9).
- Using our fiducial CC criterion (i.e., central cooling time), we find a SCC fraction of \( f_{\text{SCC}} = 24 \pm 2\% \), a WCC fraction of \( f_{\text{WCC}} = 60 \pm 3\% \), and a NCC fraction of \( f_{\text{NCC}} = 16 \pm 2\% \) at \( z = 0 \). The fractions vary considerably between CC criteria (see Table 2). TNG-Cluster CC fractions at \( z = 0 \) are in broad agreement with observations (Fig. 10).
- Radial profiles of electron number density, entropy, and pressure divided according to CC status are well separated in the core and approach each other at \( r_{500c} \) (Fig. 11). Splitting the temperature profiles in a similar manner does not produce a strong separation of the three classes, but the median SCC temperature profile exhibits a pronounced dip in the core.
- If we assume that the central cooling time is, from a theoretical perspective, the optimal parameter to distinguish the core state, this implies that the central density and entropy are highly effective observable probes of the CC state.
- Three core properties (central cooling time, entropy, and density) have a strong redshift dependence toward the SCC regime from \( 0 \leq z \leq 2 \) (Fig. 12). This trend is not only due to the physical evolution of central ICM properties but also to the lower mean mass of the TNG-Cluster sample at higher redshifts. The decreasing (physical) aperture and the background evolution lead to higher core densities at earlier times. Higher core densities induce lower central cooling times and lower entropy toward increasing redshift. The redshift trends of cuspsiness and X-ray concentration are also toward the SCC regime but are less steep.
- Generally speaking, SCC (NCC) fractions are larger (smaller) at higher redshift. However, the actual fractions strongly vary with the adopted CC criterion. On average, SCC fractions are larger for lower mass versus high-mass clusters. For three CC criteria (central cooling time, entropy, and density), the slope of the CC fraction as a function of redshift may be steeper than in observations. However, the redshift trends for cuspsiness and X-ray concentration are in tentative agreement (Fig. 13). Sample matching and observational selection effects complicate these comparisons.
- Radial profiles of ICM properties also evolve with redshift. Cluster entropy profiles across \( 0 \leq z \leq 1 \) shift toward lower entropy at earlier times (Fig. 14), as also suggested by data. On the other hand, we find that mass trends dominate any redshift evolution for temperature profiles.

Our census of TNG-Cluster central ICM properties and evaluation of common CC criteria support the notion that CC and NCC clusters are not physically distinct classes. Instead, they represent the two extremes of otherwise continuous and singly peaked distributions of central ICM properties. Indeed, TNG-Cluster suggests that CCs and NCCs reflect a continuous metamorphosis of cluster core states.
The physical mechanisms that drive the transformation from a SCC into a NCC and whether NCCs can transition back to CCs are still open topics. Future work can investigate the underlying mechanisms – including the how and why – using the TNG-Cluster simulation, as it allows for the study of the impact of intertwined astrophysical processes, including mergers, AGN feedback, and cooling, in realistic clusters and realistic cluster core environments.
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Appendix A: Redshift evolution of progenitors

In the main text we study the redshift evolution of CC fractions and thermodynamical radial profiles. To do so, we considered clusters at each redshift independently and evaluated the CC criteria given the time-evolving properties of clusters. This is the information accessible in observations, making the results in the main text most comparable to data. In this Appendix, we instead consider the redshift evolution of clusters by directly tracking their progenitors through time.

Figure A.1 shows the entropy profiles for different CC classes but based on the $z = 0$ cooling time of each cluster. We found that the profiles for the three different cluster classes approach each other even in the core for increasing redshift. For $z = 2$, the order is reversed: the NCC cluster profiles have the smallest central entropy and the SCC profiles have the largest. However, the split between the three classes is small. At $z = 1$, there are zero NCCs in our sample, and most of the clusters are classified as SCCs (see Figure 12). Thus, the three lines represent the inner structure of the SCCs. The NCCs at $z = 0$ evolve from clusters with even lower central entropy at $z = 1$ than the SCCs, which are classified at $z = 0$, have at that redshift.

Figure A.2 shows the fractions of SCC, WCC, and NCC clusters as a function of redshift, where the three halo mass bins are defined at $z = 0$, and the progenitors of the clusters in each bin are tracked back. Each curve therefore shows the time evolution of a specific and fixed sub-sample of TNG-Cluster halos. Clearly, the SCC fractions are increasing toward earlier times for all CC metrics and all mass bins, while the NCC fractions are decreasing.

The CC fractions presented in Figure 13, show a less ambiguous picture. This is expected, as the mass within one fixed sub-sample is decreasing with redshift, and the decreasing mass was previously identified as the main driver of redshift evolution (Figure 12). With increasing redshift the central cooling times strongly decrease such that at $z \leq 1$ all clusters are classified as SCC. In the upper-left panel, we found that the clusters that are high-mass clusters today are more rapidly transformed into NCCs than those that are less massive clusters. This is expected, as high-mass clusters undergo disruptive mergers at earlier times than low-mass clusters.

Fig. A.1. Evolution of cluster entropy profiles with redshift as a function of SCC, WCC, or NCC classification. Analogous to Figure 14 except that here we classify clusters at $z = 0$ based on their $z = 0$ central cooling time instead of reclassifying clusters at each redshift.
Fig. A.2. Fraction of SCC, WCC, and NCC clusters as a function of redshift. Analogous to Figure 13, except that here the mass bins are defined at $z = 0$, and the progenitors in each bin are tracked back to earlier redshifts.
Appendix B: Toward new cool-core criteria and Sunyaev-Zeldovich observables

In this Appendix, we discuss a new perspective on the distributions of core properties, as presented in Figure 7, and CC classification. Furthermore, we introduce several new possible CC criteria which depend on the Sunyaev-Zeldovich signal of clusters. Figure 7 clearly shows that the distributions of CC criteria are unimodal. Unimodal distributions of central ICM properties are also found in observations (Andrade-Santos et al. 2017; Croston et al. 2008; Pratt et al. 2010) and other simulations (Barnes et al. 2018; Kay et al. 2007). Given that the distributions appear unimodal, the observationally motivated thresholds for classifying CCs do not align with distinct features in the CC criteria distributions. Rather, we find that SCCs and NCCs represent the extremes of these distributions. The width of the wings of a distribution can be quantified by the percentiles corresponding to the 1σ interval. The respective values of each of the six distributions are stated in columns 2 and 3 of Tab. B.1. By coincidence the 84 percentile of the distribution of the central cooling time corresponds to the NCC threshold of 7.7 Gyr.

We propose that these 1σ intervals cannot only be used to quantify the distributions of CC criteria, but also as a new definition of the core status of a cluster. In that case all clusters with \( t_{\text{cool,0}} > 7.7 \) Gyr are classified as NCCs and clusters with \( t_{\text{cool,0}} < 0.57 \) Gyr as SCCs. This approach fixes the SCC and NCC fraction to \( \sim 16\% \) at \( z = 0 \) for a sample of clusters with our mass distribution. Of course, to fully make this classification scheme useful and broadly applicable, the thresholds presented in Tab. B.1 can be refined by more carefully selecting the underlying cluster sample used to determine the percentile values.

Of the six CC thresholds presented in Tab. 1, only the cooling time for NCCs is theoretically motivated. The other thresholds are deduced from distributions of observed samples, many of which originated in older, biased samples.

The NCC cooling time threshold is based on the assumption that a cluster formed at \( z = 1 \) should have a lower central cooling time than the lookback time at \( z = 1 \). This condition ensures that the cluster can cool rapidly enough to develop a cool core. By considering the median formation redshift of the clusters in our sample, we can refine this argument. At the median formation redshift of \( z_{\text{form}} = 0.52 \), the lookback time is \( t_{\text{b}} = 5.36 \) Gyr. This particular value corresponds to the 73rd percentile of the distribution of the central cooling times. We can use this width of \( \sim 27\% \) to classify SCCs and NCCs. The respective values for the thresholds are stated in column 4 and 5 in Tab. B.1.

To translate this to other CC criteria, we first check whether other ICM central properties are well correlated with the central cooling time. Figure B.1 shows the correlations of the central cooling time with the other five core properties (first five panels). All properties are well correlated with the central cooling time.

The other four panels show CC criteria candidates computed from the Sunyaev-Zeldovich signal. 9 This is an idea which has not yet been applied in observations. These four panels show four quantities derived from spatially resolved SZ maps: \( \alpha_{\text{SZ}} \) (following the same definition of the X-ray cuspiness parameter), \( C_{\text{phys}, \text{SZ}} \) (likewise for \( C_{\text{phys}} \)), \( y_0 \) (the Compton \( y \)-parameter within \( r < 0.012 \, r_{\text{200c}} \)), \( C_{\text{scaled}, \text{SZ}} \) (the same definition as \( C_{\text{scaled}} \)).

We find that both \( y_0 \) and \( C_{\text{scaled}, \text{SZ}} \) are only weakly correlated with the central cooling time, making them less suitable for core state classification. In contrast, \( \alpha_{\text{SZ}} \) and \( C_{\text{phys}, \text{SZ}} \) are well correlated with the central cooling time, motivating core status classification using one of these parameters. We provide the threshold values for these two parameters in Tab. B.1.

In future work we suggest that new, optimal CC criteria can be developed by combining multi-wavelength (mock) cluster observables combined with the ground truth from TNG-Cluster. Given that different tracers, from the X-ray, to SZ, to optical, to radio, all contain non-degenerate information content, they can jointly constrain the central cooling time and thus CC state of a cluster better than any one observable alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical property</th>
<th>SCC/WCC threshold</th>
<th>WCC/NCC threshold</th>
<th>SCC/WCC ((\bar{z}_{\text{form}} = 0.52)) threshold</th>
<th>WCC/NCC ((\bar{z}_{\text{form}} = 0.52)) threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{cool,0}} )</td>
<td>0.57 Gyr</td>
<td>7.7 Gyr</td>
<td>1.14 Gyr</td>
<td>5.36 Gyr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_0 )</td>
<td>33 keV cm(^{-2})</td>
<td>237 keV cm(^{-2})</td>
<td>57 keV cm(^{-2})</td>
<td>178 keV cm(^{-2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_{e,0} )</td>
<td>(8.1 \cdot 10^{-2}) cm(^{-3})</td>
<td>(0.6 \cdot 10^{-2}) cm(^{-3})</td>
<td>(83.5 \cdot 10^{-2}) cm(^{-3})</td>
<td>(0.8 \cdot 10^{-2}) cm(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{phys}} )</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{scaled}} )</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_{\text{SZ}} )</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{phys,SZ}} )</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 For the thermal SZ signal we compute Compton y-parameter maps by integrating the line-of-sight electron pressure, following Nelson et al. (2024).
Fig. B.1. Correlation of ICM properties with the central cooling time for the whole TNG-Cluster sample at $z = 0$. We show the correlation with the five other properties introduced in Sec. 2.3 and four new properties deduced from the Sunyaev-Zeldovich signal. The mass of each cluster is specified by the color of the dots. Black lines indicate the SCC/WCC thresholds (dotted line) and WCC/NCC thresholds (dashed line) taken from the literature (see Tab. 1). The red lines indicate the 1σ thresholds (column 2 and 3 in Tab. B.1), whereas the pink lines show the thresholds stated in column 4 and 5 of Tab. B.1. (See the text for a motivation of these thresholds.) The gray dots indicate clusters with a negative cuspiness. The five CC metrics considered in this paper as well as the two metrics computed from the SZ signal are well correlated with the central cooling time.